IRIS iConnect
Part of IRIS’ Data Consumption Platform, IRIS iConnect is an MS®Excel® plugin to help analysts access and
use publicly available structured data to search and analyze financial information on companies across
industries and geographies, in a language of their choice.
iConnect is equipped with several easy-to-use features that allow analysts to take business-critical
decisions without ever having to leave the familiar confines of their spreadsheet.

iConnect Features
In-depth Data

Smart Links

• Data available in reported and normalized forms

• Trace data points back to the filed source document

• Includes basic financials, footnotes, earnings data
and ratios

• Navigate through linked document to see all instances
where the same data point has been reported

• Normalized data can be used to compare across
companies and/or geographies
• Normalization rules are made transparent for users
to view and customize

Easy Modelling
• Flow data into existing user models
• Use predefined models or create custom models
• Create your own derived values and ratios for
future analysis
• Create peer groups for easy comparison

Global Data
• Access data for multiple countries including U.S.,
India, Italy, Japan, Germany and U.A.E
• Compare global companies using normalized data

Multilingual Capability
• Analyze data in a language of your choice

About IRIS’ Data Consumption Platform
The Data Consumption Platform (DCP), our Data-as-a-Service or DaaS offering, is a repository of structured data culled from
XBRL filings submitted by companies to securities markets regulators and company registries. The data has been normalized to
facilitate meaningful comparison of corporate performance across markets, industries and geographies.
We have leveraged our experience of working with structured data to build several applications for efficient consumption,
analysis and dissemination of information. Some of these include:
• iConnect – an MS®Excel® plugin for easy analysis
• Cleandata.com – a web portal for data and analysis and
• Automated Stories – a story engine that churns out templated, textual content to power websites, public and investor
relations and micro blogging.
• Data APIs
The sheer depth, speed and flexibility of data delivery with IRIS’ DCP ensure that the user’s focus is always on analysis rather
than on the process of aggregating data.

About IRIS
IRIS Business Services Limited is a leading structured data solutions company with global presence in regulatory
and compliance reporting software. The firm is uniquely positioned with offerings across the spectrum of creation,
management and use of structured data in the realm of business and financial reporting. IRIS serves a client base
that includes regulators in over a dozen countries around the world, leading banks, financial market intermediaries,
consulting firms, financial printers as well as large and small enterprises. Our partner network includes the Big 4
accounting firms, system integrators and specialized software and consulting firms that use IRIS’ products and
expertise to enhance their offerings to end clients.
Learn more about us at: www.irisbusiness.com
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